Cross-Antigenicity of *Paragonimus Westermani* Egg Yolk Cells with Antibody against Surfactant Protein-D (SP-D) in Pulmonary Necrotizing Granuloma in a Native Japanese Woman
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Abstract

A native Japanese woman in her 60s complained of hemoptoem and had an irregular nodular shadow in her chest radiograph. The nodule was surgically removed, and the histopathological findings of the pulmonary lesion showed a necrotizing granuloma with central irregular geographic necrosis associated with parasite eggs. The results of the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay of her serum confirmed *Paragonimus westermani* (Pw) infection as the cause, owing to her history of ingesting uncooked wild boar meat. Interestingly, immunohistochemical results demonstrated that the Pw egg yolk cells could react with antibody against surfactant protein D (SP-D). Antibody against SP-D can bind to fucose residues of *Schistosoma mansoni*. Therefore, this common antigenicity of Pw eggs with antibody against SP-D was very interesting in terms of fucose residue binding. This is the first report to demonstrate the cross-antigenicity of Pw eggs, probably with antibody against SP-D in pulmonary necrotizing granuloma. Further investigation is needed to clarify this cross-antigenicity more precisely.
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Introduction

Pulmonary paragonimiasis, a sequela of *Paragonimus westermani* (Pw) infection, has been identified not only in native Japanese individuals, but also in immigrants from China, Thailand, and Korea, in Japan [1]. Total 322 cases were identified in Japan among the native Japanese individuals from 2001 to 2012. Histogenic analysis of 22 out of the 67 female patients identified ingestion of uncooked wild boar meat as the cause [1]. Pw eggs are usually difficult to detect in pulmonary granulomas, as demonstrated by the stated 11.7% detection rate (52 out of 443 cases) [1]. Additionally, its clinical differentiation from lung cancer is difficult, because fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography/computed tomography scans yield false-positive results for these parasite granulomas [2]. In another case, its differentiation from tuberculosis was difficult [3]. Furthermore, an antibody against surfactant protein D (SP-D) has been found to react with the fucose residues of *Schistosoma mansoni* [4] and with *Helicobacter pylori*-infected foveolar epithelial cells of the stomach [5].

In the present study, antibody against SP-D was found to immunohistochemically react with Pw eggs, especially egg yolk cells, in a case of pulmonary necrotizing granuloma.

Case Report

A native Japanese woman in her 60s complained of hemoptoem, with a chest radiograph indicating an irregular nodular shadow. Her peripheral blood cell count was increased, and eosinophils accounted for more than 20% of this population, indicating a high serum IgE level. Chest computed tomography scan revealed an irregular, somewhat nodular shadow on the left lower lobe, which was extirpated. After surgery, her abnormal laboratory data gradually normalized. An enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay-based serum analysis supported Pw infection, probably caused by the consumption of Pw eggs through ingestion of uncooked wild boar meat.

Histopathology

The cut surface of the resected left lower lobe revealed a parasitic granuloma of a maximum size of 26 mm that was associated with a cystic cavity (Figure 1a, arrow). Histopathological findings of the granuloma included a central irregular geographic necrosis (Figure 1b) and an epithelioid cell rim (Figure 1c) with interspersed multinucleated giant cells. Parasite eggs were also scattered...
positive reaction pattern showed two to four punctate positive signals in the egg yolk cells (Figure 1d, Figure 1e, arrows). In addition, some alveolar epithelial cells were also positive for antibodies against both SP-A and SP-D.

Discussion

Regarding the distribution of SP-D in the human body, many epithelial cells have been previously reported to exhibit a positive response to a rabbit anti-mouse SP-D antibody [8]. However, the antibody used herein reacts only with type II alveolar cells [9]. No other examined tissues or cells have yielded positive results so far [9]. The positive signals obtained from Pw eggs in the present study seemingly corresponded to the yolk egg cells, based on the number of signals and their location within the eggs. Not all eggs may have reacted positively owing to the degeneration of the eggs in the necrotic areas. In fact, empty eggs were often detected and internal structures of many eggs were obscure.

Recently, SP-D has been found to bind to terminal α (1,3)-linked fucose residues on *S. mansoni* [5]. In *S. mansoni*, exposed fucose-rich glycoconjugate structures exist on the surface of cercariae [10] and appear to play a role in the immune responses associated with schistosomiasis [11,12]. Moreover, exposed SP-D has been observed on the surface of gastric mucosal epithelial cells during *H. pylori* infection [5].

In conclusion, this cross-antigenicity of Pw eggs with antibody against SP-D was interesting. Further evaluation, particularly of Pw egg yolk cells, is needed. This is the first report in the literature demonstrating the cross-antigenicity of PW egg yolk cells with antibody against SP-D in a pulmonary necrotizing granuloma.
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